
 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
 

Production Engineer - Permanent  

Temperzone is a leading manufacturer, distributor of innovative air conditioning and ventilation products 

throughout Australasia, Southeast Asia, and China. We are also the exclusive distributor of Hitachi Cooling & 

Heating products within Australia and New Zealand. We have evolved through an ongoing commitment to best 

manufacturing practices, innovative design, customer service, and technology for quality delivery. 

About the role 

The primary purpose of this role is to improve production concepts, machinery, and designs in the manufacturing 

of refrigeration and HVAC equipment based at our Auckland manufacturing site in Mangere. This role will, provide 

manufacturing technical support, ensure commonality of standard processes, collaborate with the Product 

Development team on projects and work with engineering, supply chain and inspection departments to approve 

and introduce new or alternative suppliers or components. 

What you will bring to the role 

To be successful in this role you will be a self-starter who is familiar with a variety of engineering concepts, 

practises, and procedures with a focus on refrigeration and/or HVAC technology. You will have a thorough 

understanding of ERP systems (EPICOR is a bonus) and BOM/MOM processes. Experience in Solid Works CAD 

or inventor is also an advantage. 

Your ability to think creatively, adapt to evolving situations, and work within a team environment is the key to 

succeed in this role, as is your ability to follow standard procedures and processes and suggest necessary 

improvements.  

This role is a full-time position working 40 hours per week Monday to Friday.  

What we can offer 

We are a close-knit team which offers a supportive environment, free on-site parking, onsite café and well as 

opportunities for development. This role would be ideal for someone who has ambition to advance their career in 

manufacturing leadership. 

At Temperzone we believe that our people are our strength so it’s important to us to have the right people in the 

right roles to move us into the future. Does this sound like the next step in your career? Click ‘Apply’ now! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Internal Applications: To apply for the role please send your CV to Recruitment@temperzone.com  

External Applications: Send your CV to Recruitment@temperzone.com 
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